Chaos Shift Keying is proposed and named Extended -Differential Chaos Shift Keying (E-DCSK). Each pair of bits is modulated using two different versions of the same chaotic reference signal; the first information bit is modulated with the chaotic reference signal block while the next information bit is modulated after reversing samples' order of the same reference block. This saves the transmitted signal energy in addition to reduce the repeated components in the signal spectrum. Bit-error performance in additive-white-Gaussian-noise of the proposed system is analyzed and compared with the other chaos based communication systems. Results show that the bit-error rate performanceof the E-DCSK is often better than other schemes when spreading factorisrelatively low. Also, clear matching between theoretical analysis and simulation result is observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A spread spectrum technique has become one of the most attractive techniques for data transmission. It makes use of spreading signals bandwidth to carry information with low data rate utilizing the advantage of such technique like low probability of interception, resistance to jamming, and multiple access capabilityin addition to the immunity against multipath fading. Recently, Chaotic spread spectrum modulation techniques have been under focus of many researchers.It is based on modulating the information bits with chaotic samples generated from the specified chaotic map rather than conventional spreading functions. The chaotic samples have the properties of being widebandwidth, non-periodic, impulse like autocorrelation and relatively low cross correlation.
Generally, chaotic modulation systems can be divided into coherent and noncoherent [1] . In a coherent system, there is a need for the chaotic basis function to be available at the receiver while in noncoherent system, the existence of replica of the chaotic sequence in the receiver is not necessary for the detection process. Most of the proposed non-coherent systems use a reference signal method to despread the sequences at the receiver [2] - [8] . In DCSK, every single bit is represented by two similar chaotic sample functions. First sample function is used as a reference signal while the second sample function is used as information bearing signal. At the receiver, the received signal and its delayed version ismultiplied and averaged over the duration of the one chaotic sample function, thus, data rate is reduced to the half. To overcome the bandwidth problem of the DCSK, a Correlation Delay Shift Keying (CDSK) was suggested. In this system, the transmitted signal is the sum of the chaotic signal block and delayed version of the chaotic signal multiplied by the information bit, the system has less noise performance than DCSK, although data rate is increased. An enhanced version of DCSK is introduced in [3] by using same reference signal for multiple bits. System performance is better than CDSK and DCSK, but sending same chaotic sample function multiple times with the same duration T c leads to increase in the frequency components of 1/T c in the transmitted signal spectrum compared with the conventional DCSK. Permutation based-DCSK is used to build M-ary scheme in [4] . Security enhancement by destroying the similarity between reference signal samples and information bearing samples is suggested and implemented in [5] . Both systems also require sending two chaotic sample functions for each transmitted bit. A High efficiency DCSK is presented in [6] . Here, the information bearing signal part will be sum of two information bits modulated with two different chaotic reference signals. This doubles data rates but yields into much intrasignal interference which affects the BER destructively at low spreading factor. Another design for highly efficient DCSK is called code-shifted DCSK (CS-DCSK) [7] . The scheme uses Walsh code to separate the chaotic samples instead of using RF delay line. Again, more complicated systems is required. In this paper, a new scheme of DCSK is suggested. The system uses the same reference signal twice in different versions, which reduces the energy per bit compared with conventional DCSK due to elimination of one reference signal for each pair of bits.
II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The system is based on baseband implementation, perfect synchronization between transmitter and receiver is assumed
A. Signal Format
In DCSK system, each information bit will be sent by sending two similar chaotic sample functions having the same time duration. First time slot serves as a reference signal while the second time slot will be multiplied by the information signal. Hence, bit "1" is transmitted by sending the same chaotic sample function twice while "0" is transmitted by sending the reference signal followed by the its inverted copy. In the E-CDSK, the transmitted signal is divided in three parts as shown in Fig. 1 , .
Fig. 1. Transmitted signal time slots for the conventional DCSK (upper part) and for the E-DCSK (lower part).
B. Transmitter Description
The transmitter generates a chaotic reference sequence of length M as shown in Fig. 2 . To transmit the first bit of information, the sequence will be followed by the same sequence multiplied by first bit 2 , The second information bit 2 +1 will be sent by multiplying the delayed and mirrored block of the original reference signal with 2 +1 and without sending another reference signal. Thus, the transmitted signal for any pair of bits 2 and 2 +1 can be described as 
represents the mapped block after delay of 2M. For simplicity, we will keep using samples notation rather than matrix notation.
C. Receiver
Now, pair of information bits has been transmitted using single reference signal. Under the assumption that channel is Additive White Gaussian Noise, received signal sample can be written as:
where is a stationary random process with E( ) = 0 and , are statistically independent for any≠ . The receiver structure is shown in Fig. 3 . In order to recover the first transmitted bit 2 , the received signal is multiplied by the received signal delayed by M, − . The second information bit is recovered by multiplying the received signal by the received signal delayed by 2M and mapped by V(.). Again.Recalling our definition for the mapped samples in (2)
Correlator outputs 1 and 2 can be formulated as:
For the first correlator, when (4 + 1) < ≤ 4 + 2
The decision variable 1 can be written as:
For the second correlator, when 4 + 2 < ≤ (4 + 3)
The decision variable 2 can be written as: The first two terms in (6) and (7) are the useful terms which contain the signal information, while the others terms and represent the undesired signal components. The terms and consist of noise terms and intrasignal interferenceterms which affects the information bearing signal part constructively and destructively [9] . Due to chaotic signal nature, each signal energy could be different form one bit to another [10] , this also add another source of disturbance to the received signal. Generally both bits can be decoded according to the following equations
where 2 2 +1 are the decoded bits.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
following assumptions are considered; is stationary and its distribution is uniform. Hence E( ) = 0 [6] . Correlation between chaotic samples and +1 decay quickly. The same standard assumptions are also applied to , . and are statistically independent for all and . For relatively large value of spreading factor, Gaussian approximation can be used to model the system which can be fully characterize by computing mean and variance for 1 and 2 respectively [11].
Under the aforementioned assumptions, it can be easily verified that the cross correlation of the three terms in equations (8) and (9) have an average value of zero [9] .The correlator output 1 in equation (4) can be rewritten as:
The factor depends on the chaotic system which generates the chaotic samples and it is given as = We will define 2 = 2 , where is the noise spectral power density in the channel, then
. +M. . +M. In the same manner + 2 can be derived for 2 Since our assumption that the channel is Gaussian, BER can be given by To analyze the output for each correlator 1 and 2 , the Two information bits will be sent using only three chaotic sample functions, thus A= ( In this section, different chaos based communications systems, (CDSK, CDSK, and HE-DCSK and E-DCSK, are simulated under AWGN channel environment and with different spreading factors M. Also, theoretical performance results for the proposed system are compared with the simulation results at M=100.
Obviously, in Fig. 4 (a) with spreading factor M =10 and at low SNR, E-DCSK seems always 1 dB better than HE-DCSK and DCSK; and 2 dB better than CDSK. The reason of which is that there are much more intrasignal interference signals components in the correlator output of HE-DCSK and CDSK. Clear improvement can be noticed at higher E b /N o levels. When M=20 and M=50 as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , E-DCSK shows same performance if it is compared with other chaos based communication systems at lower E b /N o while E-DCSK can gain an average of 1 dB with respect to other systems at higher levels of E b /N o . When M=100, it is interesting to note that the proposed system has equal noise performance compared with other system due to the increase of the noise interference components in the correlator output, the effect of noise will be degraded at high levels of E b /N o and the proposed system still outperforms the other systems.
Clear matching between the theoretical term for BER of the proposed system and the simulation result at M=100 in Fig. 5 . This validate our equation (11) which is based on Gaussian approximation method V. CONCLUSION A new scheme which is based on extension of conventional DCSK is developed. Using the same reference signal for each different pair of bits, the proposed system reduces bandwidth required for transmission and the average transmitted bit energy for transmission. Bit error performance for the presented system is simulated and compared with other chaos based communication systems. The system shows better performance than other chaos based communication system due to reduction in the intrasignal interference terms that affects the overall performance at low spreading factors.
Simulations under AWGN channel show that the E-CDSK overtakes the other chaos based communication schemes by an average of 1-2 dB at low spreading factors. Clear matching is obtained between the BER analytical expressions with simulation results. 
